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Parliament proceeds
with criminalizing
sex work

ê The Supreme Court ruled sex work isn’t a crime in Canada; did Parliament lose the memo?
erin garbett › staff writer

O

n nov. 4, the Senate approved Bill C-36
with no amendments on its third reading. By the end of the year, the Protection
of Communities and Exploited Persons
Act [PCEPA] will inevitably receive royal assent (if
it hasn’t already by the time of this article’s publication), squeaking in before the deadline set by the
Supreme Court after it struck down Canada’s previous prostitution laws last year. In their ruling, the
Supreme Court specified that while Parliament was
free to “[impose] limits on where and how prostitution may be conducted,” they must ensure that the
new legislation does not inflict risks on sex workers.
Somewhere along the line, this message must have
been lost because, rather than take the advice of the
Supreme Court and create provisions that protect sex
workers, Parliament’s new bill will almost certainly
make sex work more dangerous.

The Supreme Court’s 9-0 decision states, “…it is
not a crime to sell sex in Canada.” And indeed, the
sale and purchase of sex in Canada wasn’t; however,
the Criminal Code included provisions (such as the
inability to have a consistent place of business, to be
an employee or to employ staff as a sex worker, or to
communicate about the sale of sex in public) that created risks for sex workers. Rather than go the route
of decriminalization, Parliament has chosen to follow
the “Nordic model” implemented in Sweden in 1999,
criminalizing the act of purchasing sex, essentially
making one side of a once legal transaction illegal.
While the sale of sex services is not itself criminalized, obvious–to everyone except the powers that be–
is that there cannot be a sale without a purchase.
» see bill c-36, page 14
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Choking, Slapping, and Sexual Assault
It’s not about Jian Ghomeshi; it’s more about us.

C

h r i s brow n, War Machine, Ray Rice,
and now, the most recent addition to such
a disgraceful list, Jian Ghomeshi. It seems
somewhat horrifying to acknowledge the
increasing number of celebrity scandals involving
physical abuse that have taken the spotlight within
the past several months. What is it about these stories that seem to draw our attention like moths to a
flame? Is it the outrage we feel about the offensive
acts in question, or is it more accurate to say that we
form a certain perverse curiosity about the highprofile individuals involved? The aftermath from
the recent revelations surrounding Ghomeshi seems
to paint an image of our celebrity-obsessed culture that speaks to our ability taking call to action
on such heinous behaviour, despite its long-standing proliferation amongst the less notable ranks of
our society. There is something to be said about the
fact that while thousands of faceless and unknown
women face abuse every day, it is only when the
face becomes one that is familiar to us that we feel
the fire beneath us to get up off the couch and take
notice. What truly shocked us more, the fact that
Nicole Brown Simpson was so brutally murdered,
or that it was O.J. Simpson who stood accused? So,
I ask: what is it about the celebrity status that motivates us to speak up and demand justice where we
might otherwise be indifferent?
In looking at the Ghomeshi fiasco that currently
has hold of our attention, it seems that by focusing
our appall and dismay on the fact that Ghomeshi
has found himself facing such deeply troubling allegations, we somewhat miss the bigger picture to be
seen. We find ourselves conflating our feelings of
outrage toward Ghomeshi’s alleged behaviour with
a concern toward
the issue of sexual
a s sau lt a ga i n st
women,
and
although a genuine concern for
this abuse exists, it arguably takes a backseat to the
larger spectacle that overshadows the conversation
on the subject. Our reaction to these stories is more
telling about ourselves and our culture than the
absurd narratives contained within. Lines get drawn
in the sand, and positions are taken that derive from
a misplaced sense of loyalty to these individuals who
are fundamentally strangers to our lives, and yet it
seems as natural a reaction as to pull one’s hand from
the flame when burned.

ê Celebrity culture has a potent impact that affects our perceptions of and reactions to abuse.
I would suggest that our reaction to these stories
does not entirely stem from a horror toward the acts
of abuse themselves, but rather our anger and disappointment by the way our trust in these celebrities
has been broken as a result. There is an unjustified
intimacy that is present in the nature of celebrity
culture in our society. Fans develop intermediated
relationships
with celebrities
t h rou g h m e d i a
sources such as
television, the
internet, and
newspapers which create a feeling of familiarity
with these individuals we might expect to have with
our closest friends. We feel that by opening ourselves to and inviting these personalities into our
lives, we have somehow created a stake in theirs that
justifies either our adoration or condemnation of
their personal behaviour. When the actions of these
celebrities fail to meet our imagined expectations of
who they are, the façade we have built in our own
mind begins its inevitable collapse, and it becomes

“Our reaction to these stories is
more telling about ourselves . . .”
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unsettling to suddenly be faced with the reality of
who they really are. Unlike celebrities, we don’t
feel intimately involved in the lives of others associated with abuse, and it becomes easy to detach ourselves in order to continue in our lives without being
affected.
Another explanation could lie in the fact that the
phenomena of celebrity culture forms a bond that
unites us all through this common connection. I may
not know your Uncle Bob who is in trouble, but we
are both familiar with the racist antics of our crazy
Uncle Mel. What separates our criticism between the
abuse that occurs around us daily and that which is
sporadically splashed across the screens of websites
and the pages of newspapers is that we don’t have a
personal connection to abuse in the abstract. We are
largely unfamiliar with the individuals who comprise the victims of abuse that surround us in our
daily lives. We use celebrities to put a face on something that otherwise seems distant and unconnected
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A Tale of Two Sex Scandals

Douglas, Ghomeshi, and Process in Sexual Assault
esther mendelsohn › staff writer

T’

wa s t he be st of times for sexual
predators, t’was the worst of times for
the women upon which they prey.

A female judge faces removal from the bench
for an incident involving nude photos which were
shown and distributed online without her knowledge
or consent. She has been the subject of a pernicious
and protracted inquiry for over two and a half years.
Meanwhile, in the Twitterverse, Jian Ghomeshi’s fans
and supporters are decrying the supposed lack of due
process in his termination from the CBC.
Court of Queen’s Bench Associate Chief Justice
Lori Douglas has been at the centre of a nude photo
scandal that has rocked the Manitoba judiciary for
over four years. Her trespass? Allowing her husband
to take nude photos of her. Her husband, Jack King,
who was also a lawyer and has since passed away,
then showed the photos, without her knowledge or
consent, to a male client in a bid to entice him into
having sex with his wife—again, unbeknownst to her.
After Justice Douglas was appointed to the Manitoba
bench, the client claimed Mr. King’s actions constituted sexual harassment and filed a $67 million law
suit and a formal complaint with Canadian Judicial
Council, but he settled for $25,000 with a promise to
destroy and never distribute the photos. He then proceeded to distribute the photos.
Before the scandal broke, and leading up to her
appointment, Justice Douglas duly disclosed the existence of the photos to the appointment committee.
In fact, it was a well-known secret. She is now being
accused of not disclosing this fact and of altering her
personal diary when she learned of the inquiry.
The inquiry, set up by the CJC, has been plagued
with accusations of bias and mass resignations. The
new panel consists of three senior judges—all male.
Delays and debates about costs have characterized the
inquiry, and there seems to be no end in sight. Even
though the panel has admitted that the allegations are
weak, they insist on marching on.
Now the panel wants to see the photos. To show
them again, even to the panel members alone, would
be a gross infringement on her privacy, a fresh violation of her sexual integrity, and utterly irrelevant to
the matter at hand. The main problem with her conduct, ostensibly at least, is that she allegedly tried to
cover up the existence of the photos. (Even if she did,
she did so in the context of a society which devalues
women’s work, misunderstands and misrepresents
women’s sexuality, and simultaneously sexualizes
and objectifies women while demanding that they
remain chaste.) Seeing the pictures will not elucidate
any proof of whether or not Justice Douglas disclosed
their existence.
The chill effect is glaringly obvious. How are we
supposed to have a representative bench (and bar)
if a female judge is being lambasted for things she
chooses to do in her private life which harm no one
and have absolutely no bearing on her ability to adjudicate cases?
Can we not trust a woman who takes nude photos?
Why not? If the issue is framed as being whether
the public believes this judge can decide a case

impartially, we are essentially harnessing women’s
success to their sexuality and our perception of their
abilities to their personal choices. We are, once again,
putting women’s lives and careers at the mercy of
society, which still has an overwhelmingly distorted
view on women, their sexuality, their abilities, and
their collective character (as though such a thing
exists).
Every day, brutal sexual assaults go unreported or
under-punished, and perpetrators are often acquitted on technicalities or because of society’s distorted
view of women.
But when a female
judge is linked to
nude photos (leaving aside the troubling fact that she
is the victim of
cyber sexual harassment/assault), the system will
leave no stone unturned in its pursuit of “justice.”
To be sure, the standards to which judges are held
are higher than those to which media personalities
are held, and that is just as it should be. It is also true
that the type of inquiry of which the still Honourable
Justice Douglas has been the subject, and the criminal
proceedings which could face Jian Ghomeshi are quite

different. The point of comparison, however, is the
extent to which processes are used and abused when
the subject of the process is a sexual offence.
While the inquiry into Justice Douglas’s personal
life has been marred by prejudice and driven by discriminatory beliefs, Ghomeshi has set the agenda
even before any charges have been laid. Ghomeshi,
in a show of keen media acumen, got everyone talking about BDSM. Only those familiar with BDSM and
those familiar with the issues surrounding sexual
assault were able to see the Facebook diatribe for what
it was—a distraction. He has also
been using litigation to silence his
victims, and confuse and pressure
the CBC to ignore
allegations against him.
Windsor Law’s Professor David Tanovich suggests in a piece published by The Globe and Mail that
if lawyers suspect a lawsuit is frivolous or an abuse
of process, they are precluded from taking it on, as

“We are [. . .] putting
women’s lives and careers at the
mercy of society...”

» see sex scandals, page 15

ê When we turn to our justice system to resolve issues relating to sexual assault, gender should not be the key that
unlocks those doors.

t humbs DOWN

Calling sexual assault “an erotic preference
that is unpalatable to some folks.”
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OUTlaws call on B.C. government to reverse
Trinity Western law degree approval
douglas judson › contributor

T

oday, the le a ders of Canada’s lesbian,
gay, bisexual, trans, and queer (“LGBTQ”)
law students wrote to the Honourable Amrik
Virk, British Columbia’s Minister of Advanced
Education, to request that he reverse his Ministry’s
approval of Trinity Western University’s (“TWU’s”)
law degrees.
TWU’s ‘Community Covenant Agreement’ prohibits sexual intimacy outside of heterosexual marriage,
which discriminates against LGBTQ individuals. Earlier this year, the OUTlaws wrote to all provincial and territorial law societies, including the
Law Society of British Columbia (“LSBC”), outlining
their view that accrediting TWU is inconsistent with
Canadian law and public policy, the equality rights of
LGBTQ individuals under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, and the obligation of the legal profession
to advance the cause of justice and protect the public
interest.
TWU’s law school has now been denied accreditation by law societies in Nova Scotia and Ontario, and

most recently, in British Columbia. The Law Society of
New Brunswick may soon follow suit.
A July 2014 letter from Minister Virk to TWU
indicates that the approval of the TWU degrees is
conditional on TWU’s law program securing the
accreditation of the LSBC. On October 30, the LSBC
held a binding vote of its members to determine this
question, where seventy-four per cent of the 8,039
ballots were cast in favour of a resolution stating that
TWU is not an approved law faculty for the purpose of
the bar admissions requirements in British Columbia.
Accordingly, the LSBC benchers rescinded TWU’s
accreditation on October 31.
Minister Virk had originally hastily approved the
TWU degrees in December 2013. His announcement
came the day after the Federation of Law Societies of
Canada (“FLSC”) recommended that their provincial
and territorial members accredit the school. A key
finding of the FLSC’s review was the absence of evidence of discrimination by TWU, even though there
was no opportunity for anyone to present such evidence. The Minister’s approval of the degree program
also ignored an expert panel’s “serious reservations”

about the proposed law school’s academic freedom,
the breadth of its world view, its ability to teach legal
skills, and its course quality.
In their message to the Minister, the OUTlaws
state, “Although it should never have been necessary
to do so, your Ministry can now rely on the numerous
regulators, academics, and legal authorities that have
consistently rejected TWU’s position on this issue.”
The OUTlaws request a reversal of the Minister’s
earlier decision that will align with both his statutory
mandate under the Degree Authorization Act and his
obligation to support the equality rights of LGBTQ
individuals.
The OUTlaws are a network of affinity groups for
LGBTQ and Ally students. There are chapters at fifteen of Canada’s law schools. The groups at Osgoode
Hall Law School and the law schools at the University
of Toronto, Queen’s University, and the University
of Windsor are intervening in TWU’s application for
judicial review of Ontario law society’s decision not
to accredit TWU’s law program. u

this week only

Westlaw Research Trivia Begins Now

Want to Win 1 of 20 Prize Packages from WestlawNext Canada?!
Headphones, Portable Batteries, i-Tunes Gift Cards, USB Keys and more . . .

How to Enter:
1. Follow @WestlawCanada on Twitter (Link:
https://twitter.com/westlawcanada)
2. Send the correct answer to the daily trivia question along with your Twitter handle, and your
ﬁrst and last name to christianferraro@osgoode.
yorku.ca
3. Each question answered correctly, earns you
another entry!
MONDAY ’S TRI V IA: Use the General Search on
WestlawNextCanada to find the name of the article
by Yavar Hameed and Niiti Simmonds on Charter and
poverty rights.

TUESDAY’S TRIVIA: Within the citing references for
R. v. Mabior, 2012 SCC 47, use the “search within
results” function on the left hand side to find the two
cases that Justices Cronk, Epstein, AND Lauwers presided over.
WEDNESDAY ’ S TRI V IA : Using the Canadian
Abridgment Digests, find and give the citation for
a case from British Columbia that defines “unsafe
working conditions”.
THURSDAY’S TRIVIA: Create and name a folder. Next
find 2013 SCC 72. Highlight paragraph 36. What

t humbs down

Spending another winter season with the
polar vortex.

options pop up once you highlight this text? List all of
the options in your answer.
FRIDAY ’S TRIVIA: Go to www.westlawnextcanada.
com/students . What subtitles (both serious and fun
student resources) are available under INSIGHTS?
Prizes packages vary. Contact ‘Christian’ for full details.
This contest is only open to Osgoode Hall Law Students,
and with so many prizes, your odds are great! u
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Hong Kong’s “Umbrella Revolution”
A different kind of civil disobedience
asian law students of osgoode ›
contributor

O

n friday, October 31, the Asian Law
Students of Osgoode in conjunction with
the Dean’s office welcomed Mr. Jason Ng,
an adjunct lecturer at the University of
Hong Kong’s Faculty of Law and head of Debt Capital
Markets Legal at PNB Paribas Hong Kong, to speak on
Hong Kong’s pro-democracy movement known as
“Occupy Central” or the “Umbrella Revolution.” This
movement, which is spearheaded by high school and
university students, began in Hong Kong’s financial
district on September 28 of this year and is the biggest
pro-democracy movement as well as the most significant social and political event in Hong Kong’s history
since its reversion from British to Chinese rule in 1997.
Mr. Ng has been reporting from and volunteering at
the protest sites on a daily basis since the beginning of
the movement. He shared his experience and insights
in front of an intimate audience consisting of Osgoode
students, faculty members, as well as social sciences
majors from York University. Here is a brief overview
of the Umbrella Revolution, and why this movement is
different from many other acts of civil disobedience.

What is the Umbrella Revolution?
When Hong Kong reverted back to Chinese rule in
1997, the Chinese government promised the thriving
metropolis a political system known as “One Country,
Two Systems.” Essentially, this is a complex legal
framework that allows Hong Kong to retain its capitalist economic and political structures as well as a
high degree of autonomy over its political, legal, civil,
and economic affairs. A mini-constitution, known as
the “Basic Law,”
was drafted to
govern the city of
7.2 million upon
its return to China
and to enshrine
the Chinese government’s commitment to preserving Hong Kong’s democratic system. Under the Basic
Law, certain freedoms such as the freedom of speech,
assembly, religion, and free press, which the residents
of Hong Kong previously enjoyed under British rule,
are also guaranteed until 2047.
On August 31 of this year, however, the National
People’s Congress Standing Committee (“NPCSC”), a
de facto legislative body consisting of approximately
150 members of China’s national legislature, a.k.a.
the National People’s Congress, announced a proposal concerning Hong Kong’s Chief Executive election in 2017 which in effect undermines the system of
democracy that was promised.
Article 45 of the Basic Law states that Hong Kong’s
Chief Executive should ultimately be selected “by universal suffrage upon nomination by a broadly representative nominating committee in accordance with
democratic procedures.” NPCSC’s August 31 decision,
however, reveals that much emphasis is placed by
the Chinese government on the words “by a broadly
representative nominating committee.” Essentially,
NPCSC ruled that candidates running in the Chief
Executive election would require more than fifty per
cent of the nominating committee’s votes in order to

“Andis es prorem exces rerio
bercitasiti a des et.”

ê Pro-democracy demonstrators hold up their mobile phones during a protest near the Hong Kong government
headquarters on Sept. 29, 2014. Photo credit: Slate.com

appear on the ballot. This guarantees that only candidates approved by Beijing would be able to run for
Hong Kong’s Chief Executive election in 2017.
This decision was met with strong resistance
from pro-democracy activists, students, and concerned citizens. On September 28, tens of thousands
of protesters took to Hong Kong’s streets to demand
the continuation of the “One Country, Two System”
regime and to call for an election system that reflects
authentic democracy.
What sets the Umbrella Revolution apart from
m a ny
other
acts
of
civi l
disobedience?
The Umbrella
Revolution is different from many
other acts of civil disobedience in that it has remained
relatively peaceful and non-violent even in the face of
police violence, provocation, and government neglect.
On the first day of the protest, for example, police
in Hong Kong reported using tear gas eighty-seven
times on unarmed protestors. While this led to public
outcry, citizens responded by flooding to the streets
and joining the protest in a peaceful manner to demonstrate solidarity with the protestors. Umbrellas
became the symbol of resistance in this pro-democracy movement as they were used to resist tear gas
and pepper sprays from the police. In a photograph
Mr. Ng shared with the audience during his speech,

“Umbrellas became
the symbol of resistance . . . ”

protestors are shown to hold up umbrellas to shield
police officers from a downpour, which epitomizes the
spirit behind “Occupy Central with Love and Peace.”

What comes next?
While many media sources have reported the movement to be in the process of winding down, Mr. Ng
notes that it is, in fact, still going strong. It appears
that the Umbrella Revolution has grown into something much bigger than a pro-democracy movement.
It has also elevated the sociopolitical consciousness and solidarity of many of Hong Kong’s residents
as well as opened up important dialogues on Hong
Kong’s future.
As one participant of Mr. Ng’s talk aptly notes, it is
important that some conversations be had even if they
may not lead to a different outcome.
In closing, Mr. Ng encourages those who are interested in both business law and social justice to stay
engaged and proactive. He notes that many law students are conditioned to think that business law and
social justice are two streams which are mutually
exclusive. The reality is, one can do both. All that is
required is to take the first step in forging that path.
For updates on the movement, please check out Mr.
Ng’s blog: www.asiseeithk.com. u
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Petitions to keep Julien Blanc out of Canada
for promoting sexual and physical assault.
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David Wiseman studies the effect of paralegals
on creating access to justice
canadian forum on civil justice ›
contributor

A

midst a gener ally perceived crisis in
access to justice, increasing emphasis has
recently been placed on the potential role
of paralegals to offer affordable, efficient,
and effective legal assistance to people with unmet
legal needs. The Paralegals and Access to Justice case
study was initiated by Professor David Wiseman of
University of Ottawa, Faculty of Common Law, to
investigate the extent to which paralegals are contributing to access to justice by providing fair and
cost-effective dispute resolution in residential tenancy disputes. Professor Wiseman’s case study is
part of the Cost of Justice project led by the Canadian
Forum on Civil Justice.*
The qualitative part of the study focuses on the

general prevalence of legal, paralegal, and in-person representation in residential tenancy disputes
in Ottawa. The quantitative part of the study identifies the distribution of paralegal and other representation between landlords and tenants to provide
a perspective on the extent to which paralegals are
re-configuring the costs of justice. Residential tenancy disputes are the third most frequently cited
area of practice of paralegals, as reported by a 2012
review of the first five years of Law Society of Upper
Canada’s regulation of paralegals.
Although residential tenancy disputes are typically brought to specialized provincial administrative tribunals such as Ontario’s Landlord and Tenant
Board, instead of the courts, it does not necessarily mean that these tribunals and the associated
legal rules are accessible enough. Governmentfunded legal assistance for these types of disputes
is extremely limited, and private lawyers are too

t humbs down

Finding needles placed inside P.E.I. potatoes

World-Class, Worldwide
Aside from being part of a truly international legal rm, you’ll benet from practical, hands-on
experience and exposure to various areas of practice.

expensive. The complexity of the tribunal process
suggests paralegals could be a significant benefit for
low-income tenants in navigating the dispute resolution system.
The Paralegals and Access to Justice project
grew out of a concern raised by participants in the
Housing Justice Program, a collaborative initiative
between members of Ottawa ACORN and law students at the University of Ottawa. The Program recognized that paralegals were playing an important
role in improving the general cost and accessibility
of justice, but more for landlords than tenants. Thus,
the impetus of the study is based on the concern of
whether paralegals are playing a role in disproportionately improving access to justice for landlords,
thereby exacerbating the power imbalances that
already exist between landlords and low-income
tenants. If any such disproportion in access to justice
is identified, the study aims to consider its causes
and effects.
Professor David Wiseman’s principal areas of
research and activity are access to justice, social
and economic human rights, and the institutional
competence of courts in Charter litigation. He was
previously a member of the SSHRC-CURA Social
Rights Accountability Project and is currently a faculty liaison to the Housing Justice Program. He has
drafted submissions to law societies and government
law reform bodies in Canada and Australia and has
appeared before United Nations human rights treaty
monitoring bodies. At the University of Ottawa,
Professor Wiseman teaches Property, Trust, and
Access to Justice.
*The Cost of Justice project (2011¬16) examines the
social and economic costs of Canada’s justice system.
Comprised of leading access to justice researchers
investigating the various dimensions of cost across
the country, the Cost of Justice project is producing empirical data that will inform the future of
access to justice in Canada. The Cost of Justice project is funded by a one million dollar grant from the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada. For more details please visit www.cfcj-fcjc.
org/cost-of-justice. u
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The Canadian Museum for Human Rights...
for whom?
Osgoode’s Trip to Winnipeg
audra ranalli › contributor

F

rom october 24th to 26th, a 22-person
Osgoode group went to Winnipeg to visit the
newly opened Canadian Museum for Human
Rights. Our group consisted of the twelve students in the Anti-Discrimination Intensive Program,
ADIP directors Michelle Mulgrave and Bruce Ryder,
visiting professor Jeffery Hewitt, artist-in-residence
Julie Lassonde, and six other passionate Osgoode students selected through an application process.
We supplemented our engagement with the
“official” version of human rights presented at the
museum by learning about the lived experiences of
Aboriginal people in Winnipeg. To that end, we spent
a day at Winnipeg’s Indian and Métis Friendship
Centre. Julie Lassonde’s two performances during the
trip helped us engage with the emotional and creative
aspects of law and human rights struggles. Finally, we
explored the academic side of human rights issues by
visiting the Centre for Human Rights Research and
the Canadian Journal of Human Rights, both housed
at the University of Manitoba.
Since the outset, controversy has brewed around
the Canadian Museum for Human Rights. Some
people were angry about the museum’s alleged failure to properly address Canada’s treatment of aboriginal peoples – in particular, their refusal to label that
treatment as genocide. Concerns about political interference with curatorial independence surfaced. While
the museum officially opened in September, it turned
out that only a fraction of the exhibits were open to
the public at the time of our visit.
Despite these reports, I believed that the museum
would be, by and large, a good thing – perhaps not
the greatest step forward, perhaps just a baby one, but
nevertheless, something positive. Like many others, I
hoped the museum would contribute to public awareness and advance important dialogues about ongoing
human rights challenges. In particular, I hoped to see
an honest acknowledgment of Canada’s former and
current shameful treatment of Aboriginal peoples.
Having seen the museum, I am very sorry to say
that I did not see the honest acknowledgment I was
looking for. Surely, the museum is beautiful. The
building is monumental, powerful, and stunning.
Galleries formed
by smooth, curved
and angular stone
are connected by upward sloping walkways; the space
is increasingly filled with natural light as one ascends.
But to me, its smooth surfaces gloss over things that
should be exposed-, ugly things. It puts Canadians in
a celebratory mood, a mood not yet deserved, an inappropriate mood, in my opinion.
That said, we weren’t able to see many important exhibits in the museum, including one detailing
Canada’s “steps and missteps” on the road to human
rights (as the museum’s website puts it), and an
exhibit examining mass atrocities around the world.
Perhaps what I wanted to see is in those exhibits. Thus,
my perception is based on incomplete information,
and it may change when I see those exhibits. And, as
Professor Karen Busby reminded us, the museum’s

ê The group takes a break in the Israel Asper Tower of Hope, at the Canadian Museum for Human Rights.
Photo Credit: Bruce Ryder

opening does not mark the end of its development but
merely its beginning. Like human rights themselves,
the museum must perpetually progress. A forthcoming collection of essays we were able to read, The Idea
of a Human Rights Museum, makes important contributions to ongoing critical conversations.

The Canadian Museum for Human Rights
In the main hall, visitors begin by hearing their tour
guide acknowledge that we are on Treaty 1 territory. A
good start. We learn that the museum is built directly
on a traditional meeting place for First Nations people,
who have been meeting at the intersection of the Red
and Assiniboine Rivers for at least eight thousand
years. Eight thousand. Now, we meet here.
I wonder about
the mutual understandings that
underlie Treaty 1.
What was promised in exchange
for the government’s facilitation of settlement on this
land? Was this type of land use contemplated? Did our
government honour the agreement? Are we honouring the terms today?
These questions hang poignantly in the air, but are
not addressed by the museum or the guide. Instead,
we rush quickly to the next exhibit, which asks us,
“What are human rights”? Significant individuals
and atrocities in human rights history are described
and depicted on panels along one long wall, in a dark,
large, lengthy exhibit space.
Midway through this long hall is a beautifully
carved box with sad faces on it. It is displayed low
down. I have to stoop to read the label’s small print,
which identifies the object as being the Truth and

“. . . no object or text describes
the Treaty here.”

Reconciliation Commission’s Bentwood Box, and lists
the artist’s name, Coast Salish artist Luke Marston. I
know this box was used to gather terrible stories of
Canada’s violations of First Nations human rights.
Why is this box so low down, I wonder? Where is the
context? Where are the stories? (Perhaps they are in
one of the currently unopened exhibits). I worry that
visitors who don’t know much about the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission might stroll by, thinking
no more than how pretty that piece of First Nations art
is.
Thanks to curator Armando Perla, who graciously
hosted our visit to the museum, we were also the
first members of the public to visit an exhibit called
‘Protecting Rights in Canada’. The purpose of the
exhibit is to showcase the constitutional foundations on which Canada rests. Several key documents
are displayed, including the Royal Proclamation of
1763 and the Proclamation of the Canada Act, 1982.
But where is the Treaty of Niagara of 1764? The Royal
Proclamation can’t be understood without understanding this treaty, which illustrates the First
Nations’ understanding of the Proclamation. We
know their understanding of the Proclamation was
different from that held by the British. But no object or
text describes the Treaty here.
In the same room, an interactive display asks visitors whether treaty rights should still be recognized today. I’m taken aback. Section 35(1) of the
Constitution Act, 1982 explicitly says we must. Why
are we asked this question?
We move forward through the galleries, ascending
in an upward spiral towards the glass tower at the very
top. ‘From darkness to light’, the tour guide points
out, noting that this transition is deliberate and meant
» see human rights, page 16
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How Bad is it Really?

Giving Canada’s “Articling Crisis” Another Assessment
marie park › arts & culture editor

W

e’ve heard it for years, we’ve given
it a name now and talk about it incessantly - the “articling crisis” that
haunts the halls of law schools across
the nation, an unprecedented mountain the legal
profession has not seen before.
The worry is not as bad in first year, as everyone is just starting off fresh in building the resumes
and experiences that will become the basis of hiring
decisions in the summers to come. Come time for
OCIs, the crisis begins to loom on a not-distant horizon, where the outcome of the second summer hires
will become a critical factor in whether or not one
can find shelter from the seemingly impending mass
panic. For those who continue to be jobless into
third year (and
mind you, this is
a large number),
the nightmare is
a real and persistent itch that
never gets better until that elusive articling position
is secured.
This is a narrative that applies to many of us, perhaps much more acutely to third years who are still
looking. We feel a sense of hopelessness as the weeks
go by, combined with a lingering disdain for the
unfortunate mix of factors that have catalyzed this
situation in recent years. We try to be positive about
it, but in the end keep asking - why us?
I too have been in this negativity camp for a long
while, until I began to try to see beyond my myopia.
We can all acknowledge that law school is a bubble
of its own, and the same goes for the legal profession. As an exchange student at Tokyo’s Waseda

University Law School, I have recently been blessed
with the opportunity to broaden my mind’s eye - not
only have I learned a lot about the Japanese legal job
market, I’ve come to better appreciate the “crisis” as
a global situation, and not just our own.
Waseda law students are among the top in Japan
- consistently ranking high in the country for their
bar exam pass rates, the Japanese method of ranking law schools. Initially, when I learned that
Japan does not have the equivalent of our articling
requirement, I thought maybe this would then make
the path towards practice that much more painless. Apparently, though, Japanese law students do
not have it any easier than we do. I would say the
opposite - the bar exam pass rate has been historically reported to be the most abysmal in the world,
with a rate of just 6% passing in 2010. Though the
system has been
given wholesale
modifications in
recent years, such
as including the
requirement of
attending a law school (which was not, traditionally,
a requirement), the pass rate is still at an incredible
low of about 24%.
Putting that into perspective, though LSUC does
not publish its bar exam pass rates, it is well known
that it is very high. The bar exam, for most of us,
is more or less taken as a symbolic rite of passage,
rather than an actual test of a candidate’s aptitude
to practice. For us, the real test takes the form of the
longer-term challenge to find and secure an articling
placement, which is a significant factor that bars
some from licensure - recently, the LSUC reported
that up to 12.1% of Ontario law school graduates
did not get hired for articles in 2010/2011. One may

“. . . the ‘crisis’ is a global situation,
and not just our own.”

ê If you thought interviews on Bay Street were demoralizing, try battling the mean streets of Tokyo.

ê Always remember that there is an entire world full of
opportunites for those who choose to see them.

argue, then, that the challenges for law students of
various countries lie at different checkpoints, but
that all countries are common in having a specific
threshold mechanism.
But that is not the end of this discussion - the
global legal job market decline since the recession has added to the already arduous path towards
becoming a lawyer in jurisdictions where the bar
exam stands as the main selection process. My
Japanese friends comment that even after passing the bar, the lack of jobs post-bar is yet another
hurdle that has been thrown at the legal profession.
From what I hear, the challenge to find employment
as a lawyer in Japan may be much tougher than our
articling “crisis,” as we so call it.
The moral of this piece is that it is not so bad after
all. It is all a matter of perspective.
In the end, we too often only react to the perceived hardships that we ourselves are subjected to,
as our own problems are the only real problems of
importance to our narrow-minded selves. We forget
to try to understand our challenges relative to the
bigger picture, and in doing so, create the storms of
our own gloom. Among the most lasting impressions
the Japanese law students have had on me is their
unrelenting optimism despite the bleaker future of
the legal profession in Japan. People do not complain but rather transform that negativity towards a
bubbly attitude that encourages each other to brave
through the long endless days and nights of studying
for the bar. This is something Canadians should learn
to do - channel the worry into something good, to
see beyond our woes, and bring the right kind of
positive professionalism to the legal landscape. u
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Confessions of a 1L

The 0L Admissions Process, Holistic or not?
camille walker › contributor
OL Experience

A

rou n d t h is t i m e last year, myself and
the other 290+ students of the Osgoode Hall
Class of 2017 had the grueling task of tack		 ling law school admissions. As we spent
countless hours trying to decide exactly what a law
school admissions committee would be looking for in
an application, we asked past students, current students and prospective students to try to gain some
insight. We asked ourselves many questions: “where
do we start?”; “what do we say?”; “are our GPAs too
low?”; and “what about the LSAT?!!” For many of us,
these questions boggled our minds up until we got
our very first acceptance into law school. I remember
sitting with a current Osgoode student expressing my
concern that maybe my GPA just was not high enough
or that my LSAT score was not high enough and wondering how holistic the Osgoode admissions process
actually was. I also remember being told by countless sources, including Professional School Support
councilors, that the law school admission process was
merely a numbers game…oh no!
Prior to starting law school, many prospective
students, myself included, believed that this holistic approach was non-existent. We grappled with the
long-winded task of aiming high on the LSAT and
trying desperately to not sound completely ridiculous
on our personal statements. Dealing with the grueling task of answering the question: “why do I want to
go to law school?”

Then 1L!
In discussing with some of my fellow Osgoode 1Ls
this seemed to be the shared view prior to starting at
Osgoode. It seemed as though the holistic process was
non-existent or a sheer mechanism that admissions
committees used to accumulate more applications
or to give prospective students an immaterial sense
of hope of getting accepted. We all invested time in
trying to make our applications as great as possible
and hoping that someway, somehow, this was not
true.
Hoping that someone, anyone, would accept what
we had to say.
As I entered the Class of 2017, I was greeted with
familiar faces and students from somewhat unexpected walks of life including mature students,
students coming directly out of undergraduate programs, and students with several graduate degrees.
I was quite happy to realize that the class also consisted of students who had amazing previous careers,
including past firefighters, professional soccer players, architects, and chefs. I was puzzled and completely excited to understand just how the Admissions
Committee and the Osgoode administration had done
such a great job in putting our class together.

ADCOM
I got my answer when I was given the opportunity
to sit on the Admissions Committee as a first year
Student Caucus representative. Suffice it to say, I
was glad to realize that the Admissions Committee

ê Those with a 4.0 GPA and 180 LSAT score may fill the halls of U of T, but here at Osgoode we value a different kind
of law student.

comprised of very friendly faces and individuals who
were encouraging and welcoming of a wide range of
applicants with excellent academic and LSAT results
but also with other significant achievements. The
admissions policy
identifies applicants who are able
to demonstrate
how their academic abilities and
varied experiences can contribute to the law school
and the legal community.
This mythical holistic approach has now materialized as a fact! Osgoode has moved away from the
traditional approach of the “numbers game” and
has adopted an admissions policy, which focuses on
measuring all applications against the very same criteria. The holistic approach to admissions includes a
balance of individual and collective considerations.
Academic excellence and social diversity are incorporated to maintain open and transparent procedures,
which broaden the criteria of assessment.
Part B of the admissions, personal statement criteria, allows students to acknowledge factors relating to
equity and diversity highlighting considerations that
may be related to systemic barriers faced by applicants to equal access to education. Applicants, in the
work or life experience section, are able to highlight

ways in which their experiences demonstrate that
they possess the skills necessary to succeed in law
school. Additionally, students can highlight any circumstances or non-academic commitments that
have negatively
affected a portion of an applicant’s academic
performance.
The admissions
policy and procedure is founded on notions of fairness
and equity. Each applicant is encouraged to demonstrate any equity, diversity and performance considerations related to the skill sets needed to succeed in
law school.
And to the fellow 1Ls of the Class of 2017, as we
get ready to sit our first law school 100% exams,
remember that Osgoode Hall Law School’s admissions policy and procedure identifies an outstanding
class of students whose academic abilities and varied
experiences make a continuing social and intellectual contribution to the law school and the legal
profession.

“This mythical holistic approach
has now materialized as a fact!”

So best of luck and not to worry, we’re all gonna do
great! u
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Labels Without Legal Meanings
The truth behind “free-range” farms
amy mintah › contributor

W

ith incr e a sed awa r en ess of the
inhumane practices occurring at factory farms, more and more people are
opting for meat from free-range or
cage-free farms. However, as Dr. Charles Olentine –
editor of Egg Industry magazine–articulated, “just
because it says free-range does not mean that it is
welfare-friendly.” Contrary to what many believe,
free-range or cage-free farms are remarkably similar
to factory farms. Labels such as “free-range,” “cagefree,” “free-run” and “natural” have yet to be legally
defined in Canada. There are currently no laws or regulations in Ontario indicating what these labels signify, nor are there
third-party
i nspectors to
oversee operations. Such farms
operate according
to the honour code and are left to govern themselves.
Just as is done on factory farms, male chicks born
to the egg industry on free-range farms are often
either thrown in a macerator and ground up alive or
disposed of in dumpsters. Since the egg-laying breeds
of chickens do not have much meat, it is not profitable to raise them for meat. The female chicks are
often debeaked, raised to lay eggs, and slaughtered
when egg production slows down, which is generally
at only one-and-a-half or two years of age. They are
slaughtered at this age despite the fact that chickens
can live up to 10 years or more.
Free-range and cage-free animals are often housed
in overcrowded spaces and may never have access to
the outdoors. Further, as our harsh Canadian winters
make it difficult to allow chickens to roam outside,

only a small percentage of Canadian farms are truly
free-range. Scott Akom, an employee of the Horizon
Foods Organic and Free-Range Farm confirmed that
the chickens at his farm do not have access to the outdoors and explained that it is a free-range farm in that
the chickens are free to roam in the chicken house.
Although free-range cattle, pigs, and sheep must have
“access to the range,” there are no laws in place specifying how much space must be allowed.
Breeding at free-range farms often resembles factory farms. Free-range animals are fed the same antibiotics that factory farmed animals are given. Meat
chickens are raised to prematurely reach their goal
weight so that they can be slaughtered at 45 days of
age. This premature weight gain strains the chickens’ limbs and
causes respiratory
problems, heart
attacks, and a
condition known
as “splayed legs.”
Given that the vast majority of farms operate for
profit, the practices implemented at such farms are
in existence to generate profit. This, unfortunately, is
often at the expense of the animals that have become
commodities. While small family farms do exist, their
numbers pale in comparison to those which claim to
be free-range or cage-free yet are strikingly similar to
factory farms.
Since there are no regulations regarding sanitation, chickens raised on free-range farms still experience the same ammonia burns on their breasts and
have the same lung problems from constantly sitting
in their own waste.
Animals raised on free-range, cage-free, or organic
farms do not receive special humane slaughter. Freerange animals are killed at the same slaughterhouses

“Breeding at ‘free-range’ farms
often resembles factory farms.”

ê Photo credit: Lisa Bunchofpants

ê Photo credit: Petras Gagilas
as factory farmed animals and are also slaughtered in
the same way. They also often travel anywhere from
36 to 52 hours in the same trucks to get to the slaughterhouses. During the trip, they are not provided
with food or water. In 2007, one investigator of a
free-range farm reported that 80,000 hens had been
gassed to death within the span of four days.
In order to produce milk for humans, farmers must
manipulate the reproductive systems of cows. Calves
are taken away from their mothers the moment they
are born so that they will not compete with humans
for their own mother’s milk. This reproductive cycle
begins again within only two months.
Even on the smallest free-range dairy farms, male
calves are thrown out, sold for veal shortly after
birth, or are killed within days of their birth for bob
veal. Others remain in stalls for months, are unable to
exercise and are not given proper nutrients. Within
four years, dairy cows are considered “spent” and are
slaughtered.
According to new research from Sweden’s national
veterinary institute, uncaged chickens are exposed
to higher levels of bacteria, parasites and viruses
that put them at greater risk for disease and infection
than caged chickens. Housing a large population of
uncaged chickens in close proximity allows disease
and infection to spread quickly. Such an arrangement
also leads to higher rates of pecking which can result
in disease or death.
Therefore, despite what many may believe, freerange or cage-free farms are not necessarily? the
better option for those wanting to eat ethically. u
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Jurisfoodence: In Search of Toronto’s Best Brunch
Food Adventure #5 – Le Petit Déjeuner
kate henley & karolina wisniewski ›
staff writer & editor-in-chief
Le Petit Déjeuner
191 King St. East

T

his week, my brunch companion was none
other than the Obiter’s esteemed Editor-inChief, Karolina Wisniewski. After consulting a number of sources, we decided to check
out Le Petit Déjeuner (LPD), a small restaurant located
in St. Lawrence Market specializing in “BelgianCanadian comfort food,” which also apparently
serves the best waffles in the city. This review will be
structured a little bit differently from my other ones,
with me and Karolina both providing our opinions on
each of the criteria.

Brunch Hours
While LPD has an actual brunch on Saturdays and
Sundays from 9-3, it also serves breakfast every other
day of the week and the menu is exactly the same. On
weekdays, breakfast begins at 8 and ends between 3
and 6, depending on the day. If you are someone who
pulls all-nighters and can’t drag yourself out of bed
until the late afternoon, you should definitely check
out the website before making the trek to make sure
it’s still serving.

Wait Time/Service
The restaurant was nearly empty when we arrived at
11:00 on a Wednesday morning, but by the time we
left at 1:00, it was packed.
K ate: While two hours for brunch isn’t unheard
of, it’s ridiculous when half that time is spent waiting for a mimosa you ordered after you were finished
eating. The first hour we were there, the restaurant
was pretty empty so there was no excuse for the shitty
service, but we had to ask our server multiple times
for more coffee and milk. During the second half of
our meal, we got a second server. Unfortunately, she
had resting bitch face (RBF). Speaking as someone
who also has RBF, I feel like I can say that the service
industry is not for you if you cannot provide service
with a smile.
K arolina: As an individual afflicted with a particularly severe case of RBF I second Kate’s diagnosis of
our server. I expect blasé service on Queen West, but
let’s be real, LPD has not earned sufficient hipsteryuppie cred to justify all the servers throwing shade
like they’re American Apparel employees.

Atmosphere
K ate: I associate brunch with mornings, and generally expect brunch places to be bright and welcoming
– not the case here. While it was not unwelcoming,
per se, it was kind of a weird vibe at LPD. For the
first hour, we were the only people under the age
of fifty, but a ton of younger people came in around
lunchtime.
K arolina: Yeah, the décor wasn’t working for me.

êPortion sizes that would feed an anorexic model for a week. As for the rest of us . . . WTF?
It was cozy and old-school, but the juxtaposition of
diner-like elements (sparkly vinyl seating in booths)
with Canadiana items like banker’s lamps didn’t quite
add up.
K ate: I can say with 100% certainty that this is not
the place to go if you want to have a private conversation about last night or about how shitty articling
is. Karolina and I are both in joint programs, meaning
that the majority of people we began law school with
graduated last year. They’re now articling and regaling us with their tales of woe. We were discussing this
and wondering how our experiences would compare
(Karolina will be clerking at the Ontario Superior
Court and I will be articling at a criminal defence firm
in Winnipeg), when we were interrupted by a woman
sitting at the table next to us, asking if we were law
students. My first thought was that she was also a
student or was trying to get into law school – not the
case.
K a rolin a: My god, that was the most terrifying moment of my entire life. As soon as we established that she wasn’t a student, my heart sank. Per
Murphy’s Law, I was sure she would happen to be the
principal of one of our former classmates who were
complaining about having to work sixty hours a week.

It turns out that there is some omnipresent, benevolent being, though, as she was a lawyer from a town
far, far away vacationing in Toronto (that’s a thing?).

Coffee
K ate: I can’t remember the small amount of coffee
that I actually got to drink because the service was so
shitty.* I think it was pretty decent?
K arolina: I have no recollection, so it probably
wasn’t fantastic or terrible.
*Full disclosure: Kate actually drank two full cups
and is being dramatic.

LLBO licensed
K ate: Finally, another place that is licensed! While a
mimosa will cost you $7, it will knock down the price
of your coffee from $2.50 to $1 – so it’s kind of like the
mimosa only costs $5.50? Trickery. Unfortunately, we
didn’t order ours until after we finished eating, and
the entire second hour was devoted to waiting for
our mimosas to come (at least twenty-five minutes),
» see jurisfoodence, page 17
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A Trio of Film Reviews, Currently in Theatres
An Avalanche of Actors
kendall grant › staff writer
Birdman or (The Unexpected Virtue of
Ignorance) (2014) 3/4
Tasty, ironic, incisive, and savagely audacious,
Birdman or (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance) is
a weird brew of backstage black comedy and theatrical satire, a volcano of creative ideas in full eruption,
and a dark comedy of desperation buoyed by unbridled artistic optimism. It will make you laugh out
loud and curse the shadows; spinning you around six
ways from Sunday.
Riggan Thomson (Michael Keaton) is a washed-up
actor who abandoned the Birdman franchise to reinvent his career by directing and starring in an adaptation of Raymond Carver’s short story “What We
Talk About When We Talk About Love.” After the lead
is injured, Riggan replaces him with famous method
actor Mike Shiner (Edward Norton, The Grand
Budapest Hotel). The play is produced by best friend
Jake (Zach Galifianakis) and stars girlfriend Laura
(Andrea Riseborough) and actress Lesley (Naomi
Watts, The Impossible); his assistant is estranged
daughter Sam (Emma Stone, Easy A). Riggan’s exwife Sylvia (Amy Ryan, Win Win) is tepidly supportive; New York Times critic Tabitha (Lindsay Duncan)
is openly hostile.
It’s a rich, startling, and multi-layered collage;
finding writer-director Alejandro González Iñárritu
(Amores perros, 21 Grams) in the mood for play; creating a meta-universe of mirrors, prop guns, and performances upon performances; and with a mighty
cast that fields every pitch he throws. The film’s built
around a role that Keaton had to become a has-been
to play, and the long-missed actor delivers impressively. Norton and Stone get the punchiest scenes

(two on a rooftop) and use them to full advantage;
they’re instant Oscar-nomination reels.
Iñárritu’s overheated technique meshes perfectly with the overacting – the performers know
Birdman’s a theatrical exercise and relish the chance
to pull out the stops. Dazzling and rambling, intimate and sprawling, it’s a jubilant ride; a full-fledged
wonder of showbiz about showbiz. Funny and fastmoving, the bravura gestures balance the film’s
mystical ideas with a steady stream of inside jokes.
Drummer Antonio Sanchez provides a hustling backbeat throughout – a thrumming, off-the-cuff, jazz
percussion score.
As a simulated
s i n g l e-t a ke o f
almost two hours,
Birdman sizzles,
scintillates, teases,
t au nt s, b a rk s,
brays, preens, and careens with limitless energy. (To
be clear, Hitchcock’s Rope did the same thing without
digital trickery more than half a century ago.) Still,
it’s a remarkable feat of choreography – everything
had to be timed as in a dance. World-class cinematographer Emmanuel Lubezki (Children of Men, The Tree
of Life, Gravity) wows once again with jaw-dropping
cinematography that spins, pirouettes, and stays aloft
scene after scene.
Serious, silly, and self-aware, Birdman questions
stardom and celebrity, punctuated by humour that
verges on slapstick; its tone is at once empathetic
and acidic. Yet there’s an underlying anger in evidence, a rage against a movie market that champions superhero blockbusters and sidelines the talent
that provokes discomfort. With its improvisatory
style, its seamless shots, its surrealistic flourishes,
and its well-calibrated shifts, Birdman provides an

Playing off the exaggerated conceits of Dogville,
t he docu ment a r y c a m e r awork of T h e
Wrestler, the thematic ambition
of Synecdoche,
New York, and the technological touchstones of The
Social Network, Birdman ascends to great heights. It
may not be as scalpel-sharp a dissection of Broadway,
Hollywood, and fame in the 21st century as it thinks
it is, but it’s a galvanic blast from start to finish. As
suggested by the clever subtitle (a Kubrickian tribute,
perhaps), blundering can be bliss.

“Force Majeure is a prickly moral
comedy for grown ups . . .”

ê The camerawork and editing of Birdman was manipulated to give the appearance that most of the film is one
continuous long take.

unpredictable response to the sea of mediocre formula at the centre of its critique. It makes an argument that everything flows together.
Like so many other films in 2014, Birdman proves
that a kinetic film can soar on the wings of its technical prowess, even as the banality of its ideas threatens to drag it back to earth. Don’t get me wrong
– the occasional downdrafts can’t keep Birdman from
taking to the skies. It dips, and it also takes thrilling
flight. But it’s hard not to leave with the suspicion that
it signifies less than Iñárritu would have us believe.

Force Majeure (2014) 3/4
Gleefully uncomfortable, deliciously awkward, and
corrosively funny, Force Majeure is a comedy of passive aggressiveness with a nerve-cinching grip, delivered with Kubrickian unease. Plotted with forensic
exactitude, it’s a quiet avalanche that leaves the audience squirming in all the best ways.
A family takes a five-day ski holiday in the French
Alps. During lunch at a mountainside restaurant, an
avalanche turns everything upside down. The anticipated disaster fails to occur, but in the aftermath, the
quartet is torn apart by cowardice as their dynamic
is shaken to its core. Tomas (Johannes Kuhnke), the
family’s patriarch, struggles desperately to reclaim
his role as family patriarch, but mother Ebba (Lisa
Loven Kongsli) refuses to let him off the hook.
Mightily clever in its rather theatrical structure and bracingly cinematic in its formal approach,
Force Majeure is a prickly moral comedy for grownups, full of spectacular scenery, sharply observed
moments, and masterfully manipulated atmosphere.
An arrangement of the stormy Summer finale from
Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons” keeps the viewer in jittery
anticipation, adding caustic condemnation through
ice-cold humour.
Swed ish writer-d i rector Ruben Östlu nd
(Involuntary, Play) is a gifted creator of malignant
ambience, a glacial and ever-more-confident stylist, and a brutal satirist of his countrymen’s foibles,
presumptions, and hidden prejudices. Like Bergman
with a wicked streak, Östlund never pushes his own
metaphors too far. In Tomas, Östlund diagnoses
traits of stunted male egotism and whopping immaturity, matched with a warped desire to look like a
hero; Ebba, meanwhile, is far from blame-free, especially in agreeing to present a “united front” to their
» see film reviews, page 18
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Why the Toronto Maple Leafs have not been able
to win the Stanley Cup for nearly half a century
Part three of three

kenneth cheak kwan lam › staff writer

I

f the leafs are serious about changing their
fortune, management needs to endure a painful full-scale rebuild. I am not suggesting that
the Leafs should tank intentionally (particularly since finishing last will not ensure getting the
1st overall selection with the implementation of the
draft lottery); rather, I am preaching that the organization should be patient and focus on drafting
young talent and invest in player development, especially given that the NHL does not have a cap on how
much a team can spend in this area (meaning that
the team can make use of its financial resources and
hire many more top scouts than small market teams
so as to identify talents at the amateur-level that the
franchise should pay close attention to and/or possibly draft down the road). Comprehensive scouting
reports can then be composed for each prospective
draftee.
Generational talents (e.g., Wayne Gretzky, Mario
Lemieux, and Sidney Crosby) are obvious targets that
all scouting departments should be able to identify
with relative ease given that the skill levels of these
special players are head and shoulders above the level
of competition (e.g., Gretzky had seventy goals and
112 assists for a total of 182 points in sixty-four games
for the Sault Ste. Marie Greyhounds; Lemieux had 133
goals and 149 assists for a total of 282 points in seventy games for the Laval Voisions in the 1983-1984
season; Crosby had sixty-six goals and 102 assists
for a total of 168 points in sixty-two games for the
Rimouski Oceanic in the 2004-2005 season).
Where elite-scouting pays off is the ability to
unearth hidden gems or the diamonds-in-the-rough
(e.g., the ability to draft a top-end player whom other
teams have passed on in the late rounds of NHL Entry
Drafts). The Detroit Red Wings is the model organization in this regard as the team successfully drafted
Nicklas Lidstrom (with the fifty-third overall pick in
the third round of the 1989 NHL Entry Draft), Pavel
Datsyuk (with the 171st overall pick in the sixth round
of the 1998 NHL Entry Draft, Henrik Zetterberg (with
the 210th overall pick in the seventh round of the
1999 NHL Entry Draft), and Johan Franzén (with the
ninety-seventh overall pick in the third round of the
2004 NHL Entry Draft). These core players ended up
bringing four Stanley Cups to the Motor City within a
span of eleven years from 1997-2008.
This means that the Leafs could be basement
dwellers for years to come, but the reward of losing
royally is that the team will be rewarded with top
draft picks in future NHL Entry Drafts. Recent history suggests that this is the “right” way to build
championship teams. For example, the Pittsburgh
Penguins won the 2009 Stanley Cup by drafting their
core with high draft picks (Starting Goaltender MarcAndré Fleury went first overall in the 2003 NHL
Entry Draft; Franchise Centre Evgeni Malkin went
second overall in the 2004 NHL Entry Draft; the face
of the NHL, Sidney Crosby, who recently served as
captain of team Canada in the 2014 Sochi Olympics,
went first overall in the 2005 NHL Entry Draft, and
strong two-way centre Jordan Staal, went second
overall in the 2006 NHL Entry Draft). The Chicago
Blackhawks won the cup in 2010 and again in 2013

ê Photo credit: http://assets1.sportsnet.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/mcdavid_connor640.jpg
in similar fashion (as team captain Jonathan Toews
went third overall in the 2006 NHL Entry Draft and
dynamic winger Patrick Kane went first overall in the
2007 NHL Entry Draft). The Edmonton Oilers have
yet to win but their future is bright as their core is
now intact (left winger Taylor Hall went first overall
in the 2010 NHL Entry Draft, first-line centre Ryan
Nugent-Hopkins went first overall in the 2011 NHL
Entry Draft, and elite winger Nail Yakupov went
first overall in the 2012 NHL Entry Draft). Looking
back, the Leafs could have had first-line centre Tyler
Seguin and top-pairing defenseman Dougie Hamilton
(drafted second overall in the 2010 NHL Entry Draft
and ninth overall in the 2011 NHL Entry Draft by the
Boston Bruins) but regrettably, then Leaf General
Manger Brian Burke impatiently traded these two
picks along with a second round pick in the 2010
NHL Entry Draft in the infamous Phil Kessel deal so
the Leafs are still searching for a legitimate first-line
centre and a stud defenseman as we speak.
Why do the Leafs need to draft and develop their
own elite talent? Simply put, no teams will trade such
high-demand commodities to rivals, nor will generational players (especially if they are young and still
very much in their prime) ever make it to unrestricted
free agency given that teams will lock up their franchise player(s) to long-term contracts. For example,

before the new rules came into effect, the Penguins
re-signed Crosby to a twelve-year contract extension
on July 1, 2012. The team then promptly re-signed its
other star Malkin to an eight-year contract extension on June 13, 2013. Similarly, the Blackhawks resigned the faces of their respective franchises, Toews
(on July 9, 2014) and Kane (also on July 9, 2014), to
eight-year contract extensions. Even the Leafs, under
the watchful eye of General Manager Dave Nonis,
resigned Kessel, the team’s best player, to an eightyear contract extension on October 1, 2013.
In spite of their repeated mistakes, Leafs Nation
does see light at the end of the tunnel. The appointment of Brendan Shanahan as team President (a
hockey executive with high intelligence and tremendous hockey sense who I put in the same category as
Steve Yzerman) and the recent hiring of Kyle Dubas
as Assistant GM show a commitment on the part of
Leafs management to take hockey analytics seriously,
which is a prerequisite to successful player drafting
and development in this age of the game. The timing
could not have been more perfect as Connor McDavid
is the consensus first overall pick (with Jack Eichel
most likely being the second overall pick) in the
upcoming 2015 NHL Entry Draft. u
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The demolition at Union Station allegedly
displacing rats into downtown Toronto.
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Bill C-36
» continued from cover
While the Conservatives purport that they aim to
reduce demand for sex services (which they equate
to exploitation, but more on that later), what they’ve
actually done is made working in the industry less
safe. There is no evidence to suggest that demand for
sex services in Sweden has dropped since its new laws
were implemented. Furthermore, violence against
sex workers has grown while reports of violence have
declined. The PCEPA’s provisions will provide incentives for purchasers of sex services to remain anonymous, limiting the ability of sex workers to deter
violence by screening clients or collecting personal
information. Purchasers will also likely be less willing to perform an exchange in a safe location where
the worker will be visible to others. By making the
purchase of sex illegal, the PCEPA will push sex work
back into the shadows, creating dangerous work conditions and a significant risk of harm. Beyond this,
purchasers will be less inclined to report a sex worker
who appears to be underage or a potential trafficking
victim for fear of prosecution.
The PCEPA makes it a crime for any third party to
earn money that is “derived directly or indirectly”
from the sale of sexual services, unless it is a sale of
a good or product that is sold to a sex worker on the
same terms as the general public, or is a private service provided to a sex worker that doesn’t “counsel
or encourage” sex work. It will be next-to-impossible for sex workers to come together to form a brothel
that includes any form of management or security as
anyone running or employed by a brothel could be
charged. Sex workers will likely be forced to work
individually, removing any form of safety net formed
by working in a group. The PCEPA does allow sex
workers to work at home, and allows those who have
a “legitimate living arrangement” with a sex worker
to receive material benefit from sex work. But what
about sex workers who do not have a home? Without
anywhere to go, they will be reduced to working in
areas completely outside of the public view where
they will be provided little to no protection.
The PCEPA also precludes any form of advertisement that “offer[s] to provide sexual services for consideration” by anyone except sex worker themselves,
and even then, platforms that run ads could face
prosecution. This extends to any form of publication,
including the internet. Sex workers will be limited

ê Photo credit: G. Clement/National Post
to using methods such as street solicitation, further
diminishing their ability to collect information about
their client and increasing their chance of harm.
In enacting the PCEPA, Parliament has made the
fatal mistake of equating sex workers with exploited
victims, and sex work with trafficking. Justice
Minister Peter McKay said, “Bill C-36 reflects a fundamental paradigm shift towards the treatment of
prostitution as a form of sexual exploitation,” a shift
that is profoundly flawed if they wish to keep sex
workers safe. By making all sex workers into victims, the PCEPA makes what could be a legitimate,
regulated industry into something that will continue
to be stigmatized, socially isolated and inherently
dangerous.
A recent study conducted by the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research found that 70 percent

of sex workers are satisfied with their jobs and that
they do not perceive themselves as the victims that
Parliament understands them to be. This isn’t to say
that trafficking for sexual exploitation isn’t a problem in Canada, it absolutely is. But, conflating sexual
exploitation and sex work does nothing except lessen
protection for sex workers who choose to work in the
industry. If Parliament wishes to bolster laws against
human trafficking, they should work to strengthen
Canada’s existing laws, not confuse the issue with
voluntary sex work. All they will accomplish with
the PCEPA is increase the risk of harm to sex workers, send otherwise law-abiding citizens to jail for
purchasing a service from a voluntary provider, and
waste taxpayer dollars when the PCEPA is inevitably
challenged and (hopefully) struck down. u
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Editorial
» continued from page 2
to us. However, in doing so, we create a stimulus that engages us in these profound social issues
that might otherwise not receive the attention they
deserve. Without a genuine understanding of these
experiences, it becomes difficult to engage in a discourse on finding solutions to the problem of abuse
in our society. Using celebrities as a proxy in this
way helps us to feel more personally connected to
efforts in preventing the continuation of such intolerable behaviour.
In a sense, it also comes down to an issue of
power. Our willingness to be captured by these
stories is informed by the influence these celebrities have upon us. On each side of the table, both as
victim and abuser, celebrities hold a power that no
one else has to speak out on these issues. The mother
of three living next door may face abuse every single
day, but she has nothing like the voice Ghomeshi has

in a single Facebook post. This power imbalance can
be seen as both a blessing and a burden. Speaking
as a victim of abuse myself, I can honestly say that
my perspective on this situation is at odds within
me. On the one hand, I recognize and appreciate
that any form of attention that brings us together in
such a way as to encourage healthy and constructive
debate on the matter is to be welcomed. Though, I
also can’t help but feel infuriated by witnessing the
differential treatment between those victims who
live within the world of celebrity and the rest of us
who lie outside that privilege. Having experienced
first-hand both the social and systemic barriers that
victims face when bringing allegations of abuse to
light, I can say that it feels like an insurmountable
journey for those who do not have the support of an
entire army of Toronto Star staff writers or hundreds
of thousands of Twitter followers behind them. I’m

certainly not suggesting that these victims should
not be receiving the enormous amount of support
they do; rather, what I’m saying is that it shouldn’t
mean that anyone else deserves less. What results
from this inequality is that we are left with a system
that offers protection to some, but not others. Those
who are advantaged to have access to the power that
demands attention find recourse where others do
not and fall into the shadows of the forgotten. The
answer to the question of who receives our moral
indignation on this matter shouldn’t rest with the
social status of those involved. The issue of abuse is
a serious concern that deserves our attention without need for the added spectacle arising from these
celebrity scandals. If we intend to take an earnest
approach to resolving the problem of abuse, then
we ought to begin by recognizing it as it occurs at all
levels of our society. u

Sex Scandals
» continued from page 3
per the Law Society’s Rules of Professional Conduct.
Ghomeshi is represented by a union and any disputes
with his employer must therefore go to arbitration.
So, money, restoring his good name, or being reinstated cannot possibly be his end game in filing suit.
Rather, by suing the CBC, he is attempting to silence
victims and any manager who dares to intervene in
workplace sexual harassment.
Much of the discussion surrounding the Ghomeshi
scandal and the still-unfolding sexual harassment
scandal emanating from the Hill, has coalesced
around the question why don’t victims come forward?
The question is predicated on the assumption that
there is a process for redress and that this process
is just. But the process can be manipulated. Despite
decades of reform, the old tropes can still be found
in judgments and in the media’s dissection of a case.
Everything from the point of reporting communicates? to victims that they should never have reported
in the first place. The knowledge that the police will
likely not believe you, the embarrassing examination-in-chief, the excruciating cross-examination,
the abysmal conviction rate, the farcical sentences,
the demonization for being the person who ruined his
career—there are plenty of reasons not to report. And
if those reasons are not enough to dissuade victims
from reporting, the fact that the process itself can be
abused to suit the ends of the perpetrator probably
will.
Society’s distorted view of women and sexuality
allows people to use the system for ends utterly counter to our notions of justice. Ghomeshi using a lawsuit
to silence victims and prevent intervention by managers, a blackmailer suing the victim of cyber sexual
assault, a judicial inquiry conducting a witch-hunt
against a victim and attempting to dictate the acceptable gamut for women’s private lives are just a few
recent examples. There is certainly a process in sexual
assault cases, but it seems to serve the perpetrators,
not justice. u

ê Photo credit: Devon Buchanan
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Tony Clement’s recent frolics of the
imagination; aka his “open government” plan.
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Human rights
» continued from page 7
to represent the journey towards greater recognition
and protection of human rights. While structurally
beautiful, the association of darkness with ‘bad/backwards’, and lightness with ‘good/forwards’ is a troubling one, especially for a human rights museum.
The second last exhibit showcases Canada’s military for “Protecting Human Rights Abroad”. We are
as a group mostly shocked by the placement of this
exhibit (albeit, a temporary one) so near the ‘pinnacle’
of human rights achievement.
The tour ends up in the building’s glass pinnacle,
the “Israel Asper Tower of Hope”. From high in the
tower, we gaze down at the Winnipeg streets, sprawling outwards. From this height you can’t see it, but if
you walk the streets on the ground, the class divide
between white people and First Nations peoples in
Winnipeg is stark.
This beautiful, enormous, powerful stone building.
Who is it for?

t humbs UP

Toronto’s win over the Orlando Magic. A win’s
a win, right?

Mentoring Artists for Women’s Art (MAWA)
At the end of our first day in Winnipeg, we walked
from the museum to MAWA for a public performance
by Julie Lassonde with the theme of domestic violence. Julie introduced us to her creative process with
a workshop before our trip, a talk prior to her performance, and a Q&A following. In performing her
piece, “Permission”, Julie used sound and movement
to express a story of trauma, survival, and transcendence. To me, she communicated to us an important
emotional narrative that was missing at the museum.

The Winnipeg Indian and Metis Friendship
Centre
Visiting the IMFC was a highlight of the trip for many
of us. It was a privilege to be able to meet with three
Anishinaabe First Nations people – IMFC executive
director Jim Sinclair, Ted Fontaine (author of Broken
Circle: The Dark Legacy of Indian Residential Schools),
and Ko’ona Cochrane (an Idle No More activist) living
in Winnipeg. We were privileged to hear their stories
of residential school abuse and discriminatory treatment in the child welfare system and legal system,
and to learn about the struggle to restore their collective cultural identity. It was at times uncomfortable
for some of us, which I think was probably just right.
I think we should feel uncomfortable when hearing
about Canada’s treatment of First Nations peoples.
Julie Lassonde performed again, on the stage at
the IMFC. Her piece was based on a Nanabush story
recounted in John Borrows’ Recovering Canada: The
Resurgence of Indigenous Law. Throughout her piece,
she worked through the idea of struggling to find balance when doing emotionally charged human rights
work.

Experiential education
This trip allowed us to meet directly with the people
we seek to serve. It allowed us to connect as a group
and build collective strength. I felt how strong we
were together as a group.
Social change largely happens through collective
action, and so this is why I think it’s so important that
we find ways to foster community collaboration at
Osgoode. Because that’s what so many of us are here

ê Above: In the gallery “Protecting Rights in Canada”, xurator Armando Perla shows us a moving projection that illustrates the “living tree” doctrine of Canadian constitutional law. Below: Walking Winnipeg’s streets.

Photo credit: Eriq Yu

for – to learn how to spur social change. But coming
back to school, I suddenly noticed how separate we
can be at school. When I walk around the halls, I have
the feeling like I’m on a racetrack, and while we’re all
racing towards a common goal, we’re racing against
each other. A lot of us want the same things for our
society and for our school, but we can feel so alone in

our pursuit of it. There are unwritten rules, laws you
could say, that guide our actions and drive us to feel so
separate at school.
Perhaps we could think about changing them. u
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Jurisfoodence
» continued from page 11

Cost

getting attitude from our server when we asked what
happened to them, and the exchange with the tourist lawyer while we drank them. Bonus (?): since our
server nearly forgot our mimosas, we got our $1 coffee
for free!

In preparing this review, we noticed that all of the
prices listed online are slightly lower than they actually are in the restaurant (by $0.50-1.00), so beware.

K arolina: No one gets excited about mimosas, right?
I mean, boozy brunch is awesome, but there’s a ceiling of deliciousness for a combo of orange juice and
cheap sparkling wine. My initial enthusiasm fizzled
(pun intended) during the unreasonable wait, and
was not resuscitated by the lack-lustre cocktail. Skip
the drinks here.
K ate: Sadly, I do get really excited about mimosas…

The Food
We decided to each get our own meals and to split a
waffle to see what all the fuss was about.
K ate: I got The Hungry Gal, which consisted of two
eggs, toast, potato rosti, apple coleslaw, and a choice
of protein; I asked for my eggs over-easy, and got
bacon. I liked the potato rosti, which turned out to
be a small serving of grated fried potatoes. The bacon
and apple coleslaw were also good, though I have no
idea what the sauce on the apples was. However, my
eggs came to me over-hard, and the bread used for
the toast wasn’t very good (I could have paid extra for
challah, but wasn’t willing to bear the cost).
K a rolin a: As a recent pescetarian (en route to
proper vegetarianism), I’ve been surprised to find
that brunch has been the only time I have felt limited
while dining out. Nearly all breakfast meats are pork,
which generally leaves eggs and super-sweet options
like French toast or waffles on the table (again, pun
intended). As a result, I was pleased to see that the
Toast Champignon could be customized to substitute bacon for caramelized onions and sautéed bell
peppers. My meal, then, consisted of a toasted bagel
topped with a mountain of mushrooms and the aforementioned vegetables with a poached egg on the side.
I was pleasantly surprised to discover that the vegetables were expertly seasoned and full of flavour. I was
also an enthusiast of their potato rosti, though I part
ways with Kate in my feelings regarding the apple
coleslaw. I just can’t get behind a combo of pickles and
apples.

of service and atmosphere, you’ll probably enjoy LPD.
Otherwise, you might leave disappointed. u

K ate’s meal: Mimosa ($7), The Hungry Gal ($11), and
half of a waffle ($3.50) added up to $23.53 plus tip.
K arolina’s meal: Mimosa ($7), Toast Champignon
($13), and half of a waffle ($3.50) added up to $25.79
plus tip.

Final thoughts
K ate: I wouldn’t go back – there are cheaper places
with better food and without the ‘tude.
K arolina: Even considering the fact that you never
ordered drinks at the other restaurants you reviewed,
this place was pricier than most of them. And does
anyone else find it odd that the vegetarian option was
more expensive than the omnivorous meal? With poor
service and acceptable (though not incredible) food,
the most complimentary thing I can say about LPD
is that it’s a good option for vegetarian brunchers, as
long as the food arrives promptly. If an enlarged meal
selection is important enough to displace the criteria

fin a l SCORE
service: 1/5
atmosphere: 2.5/5
food: 3/5
overall:

t humbs down

Nicki Minaj’s Third Reich-inspired music video.

K ate: In my defence, I swear my apple coleslaw didn’t
have pickles in it. Also, the food was room temperature when it came to our table. The waffle was a good
size as a side, but I would have been disappointed if
that was my whole meal; it quite small for $7, and cold
(though that was partially our fault…we ate it last).
K arolina: The fact that the food was nearly cold by
the time it came to our table was a definite shortcoming, and probably a product of the restaurant being
severely under-staffed until RBF came along towards
the end of our meal. Sadly, her presence didn’t do
much to improve things. The waffles were good, but
nothing to write home about. Starving Artist’s counterparts are much better.

ê Be wary of the pickles that might be lurking in your apple coleslaw!
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Film reviews
» continued from page 12
children.
Expertly directed and frequently hilarious, Force
Majeure is a sophisticated thought experiment, provocative and wise, exploring the consequences of
male weakness in a world in which men are expected
to be strong at all times. Each new wrinkle in the scenario makes you squirm and recognize some rarelybroached truth. It’s a penetrating study of that most
ludicrous of social pretences – masculinity, toxic and
ubiquitous – with secret reserves of compassion once
you’ve peeped out from between your fingers.
Building riotously via a series of verbal takedowns
as male authority goes limp in the wake of a regrettable impulse, the film becomes a viciously amusing
takedown of bourgeoisie complacency and gender
stereotypes, chronicling the emotional free fall that
occurs when a man and his marriage can’t live up to
impossible expectations. A testy, laugh-as-you-wince
experience that makes you murmur in amazement as
you brood on the darkest corners in our lives, it rubs
your face in human frailty and the illusion of security as relentlessly as anything in Michael Haneke’s
oeuvre.
Östlund skips a perfect ending to reach an ambiguous final act that’s not as neatly satisfying, and it’s not
as unflinching as 2010 chart-topper Blue Valentine.
Yet, despite the chilly setting and snowy veneers, it
has a heart that burns wickedly, airing out the dirty
laundry for all to see. Indeed, it’s the harshest date
movie to come out of the European arthouse circuit
since Charlotte Gainsbourg stuck a pair of rusty scissors between her legs. (Maybe watch it alone, though
for the record, I’d die for you, baby.)
While we may still be waiting for a new Bergman,
his native country has ne’er slowed down; two of his
colleagues have arrived at third-time’s-the-charm
efforts during the 2013-2014 festival season – Lukas
Moodyson’s adorably optimistic ode to teenage punk
stunned Toronto last year; and Roy Andersson’s
incomparable black comedy won the Golden Lion
at Venice. Now Östlund himself looks to be in serious contention for a Foreign Language Film nomination. Fifty-seven years after Death sat down to a chess
match with a young Max von Sidow, the Swedes are
pulling their weight.

Nightcrawler (2014) 3/4
Electrically overblown, wickedly funny, and mercilessly exact, Nightcrawler is a caustic portrait of
an amoral opportunist who stumbles upon a horrible calling, playing like an entrepreneurial David
Cronenberg crime thriller and unfurling into a ghoulish satire on journalism and the job market. With its
pungent premise and potent performances powering it up, it curves and hisses its way inside your
skull with demonic skill.
Lou Bloom, an unemployed nocturnal scavenger,
captures the most gruesome mayhem on LA’s graveyard streets through freelance videography and sells
to the highest bidder. His tenacity and manufactured
poise catches the eye of Nina (Rene Russo), a past-herprime news shark anxious for improved ratings. They
form a poisonous and profitable relationship.
Nightcrawler’s chief pleasure is watching Jake
Gyllenhaal (Prisoners, Enemy), who dropped 20
pounds to play the ambulance-chasing hack, portray
someone who’s a spin-off of at least four iconic characters: Nosferatu, Travis Bickle from Taxi Driver,
Max Fischer from Rushmore, and Chuck Tatum, the

ê Above: After an avalanche, a family’s narrow escape is overshawdowed by a father’s cowardice in the clutch.

Below: Lou Bloom (Jake Gyllenhaal) is adrift in the night with a cheap video camera and a police radio scanner.
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unscrupulous reporter played by Kirk Douglas in Billy
Wilder’s scabrous Ace in the Hole. Gyllenhaal, underrecognized for his convincing turns in Donnie Darko,
Brokeback Mountain, and Zodiac, completes a career
rejuvenation in Nightcrawler.
Bug-eyed and manically vulnerable, unhinged but
precisely pitched, Lou is a magpie; a demented bottom-feeder, a neon-lit survivalist mauling his way
across LA, the flip side of Ryan Gosling in Drive, playing the angles and filling space with empty words
instead of soulful silences. Coiled and ready to spring,
he’s as transfixing as a cobra in a snake charmer’s
outfit, just as much a bloodsucker as Dracula. Suave,
reptilian, and terrifying, he’s the MacGyver of masturbatory shut-in Googlers, raised in a cramped
crawlspace on Robert Kiyosaki books. It’s adolescent
solipsism gone grotesquely rancid.
With his emaciated frame and robotic enthusiasm,
Lou is one of the most disturbing movie characters of
the year, like a Wes Anderson character whose ambition has warped into a realm of violent sociopathy.
The courageous and counterintuitive pairing of its
leads – Russo is 60, Gyllenhaal is 33 – produces undeniable erotic chemistry. Nightcrawler has a sulphuric
quality and sick sense of humour that mirrors the
muted aquarium that Los Angeles becomes after the
sun goes down.
In his directorial debut, screenwriter Dan Gilroy
executes his ideas with coolness, and Nightcrawler
also has a caffeinated spirit worthy of its graveyard
shift milieu, a darkness artfully breached by PTAregular Robert Elswit (Boogie Nights, Magnolia,
There Will Be Blood), perhaps the best cinematographer in the business. However, like his erratic protagonist, Gilroy doesn’t always know when to settle
down – it’s a bit too outlandish and loathsome, and
the spell’s broken as soon as plot overtakes mood.
Half of the script sounds like it was gleaned from
a self-help book; the other half sounds like the ramblings of a delusional narcissist in need of professional
help. Some of the cleverest phrases are actually tired
clichés (the decades-old adage “If it bleeds, it leads”),
while others are browbeaten repetitively to the point
of aggravation (“My motto is, ‘If you want to win the
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lottery, you have to make the money to buy a ticket’”).
Eager to shock but reluctant to reveal,
Nightcrawler’s scolding tone runs counter to its pulp
energy, as if Gilroy is instructing the audience to be
alarmed by the things that turn them on. The film
offers a familiar vision of today’s producers as misery
peddlers, and callow ratings slaves bordering on the
monstrous. Some clunky exposition and on-the-nose
thematic monologues result in a rocky start, and
it’s not wholly in control of its pay-off, Lou’s graceless and unnecessary face-off at a police station. No
matter how much it strains to be Network meets The
Silence of the Lambs, it’s never as effective as any of
its many brilliant predecessors.
But Gyllenhaal’s wickedness prevails. Sleaze
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coats every frame of Nightcrawler, and some of it
is deliriously thrilling. As much as it intends to be
a takedown of the media’s pandering, “think-ofour-network-as-a-screaming-woman-runningdown-the-street-with-her-throat-cut” ethos, the
nauseating, vehicular lunacy is the versatile secret
weapon. Full of evil that descends like a toxic cloud
upon a tainted city, Nightcrawler is a tribute to the
vile, a morbidly macabre carnival. It’s a skeezy, delectable little noir well worth a prowl.
For more reviews, visit Absurdity & Serenity at
absurditys.wordpress.com. u

ê Perhaps the most surprising thing about Force Majeure is how funny it is.
t humbs UP

Celebrating the 25th anniversary of the fall of
the Berlin Wall.
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BLACK ICE

SEASON

BLIZZARD

SKATES

BOOTS

SKI DOO

CARNIVAL

SKI PANTS

CHRISTMAS

SKIING

COLD

SLED

EGG NOG

SLEET

FIREPLACE

SLIPPERY

FIREWOOD

SNOW CASTLE
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SNOW PLOW

FREEZE

SNOW SHOVEL
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